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1. introduction

the FreoCom has the option of controlling up to three separate 
and independent outputs (compressor, aux1, aux2). aux1 & 2 
can be used to control evaporator fan, defrost heater, lights, 
condenser fan, or any other application. refer to Section 8 
"Connections to FreoCom" for more details on the usage of 
different outputs. 
the FreoCom provides very accurate temperature control, 

energy saving, time and active defrost control and protects 
equipment by disconnecting the mains supply when it goes 
either below or above pre-set acceptable limits. it provides 
reliability and immunity from environmental factors such as 
humidity and altitude. 
these factors make the FreoCom the total solution for all 
refrigeration equipment.
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Compressor

aux1, aux2

temperature probe 2 or door switch connection

temperature probe1 connection

test points

indication leDs

temperature setting dial

2. overview

2.2 leDs description

2.1 overall view

L E D s Mains Voltage Compressor Description
R Y G on on

✓ ✕ Off. Voltage bad (too high or too low).

✓ ✕
Wait period. (Intelligent Time Delay). 
Allows neutralisation of refrigerant pressure.

✓ ✓ On. Voltage good. No wait time. Cooling demand.

✕
Defrost Period. Starts after ? hours of accumulated compressor

✓ run time for a specified time.

✕ ✕ No cool demand (NCD). Voltage is bad. 

✓ ✕ No cool demand (NCD). Wait is on.

✓ ✕ No cool demand (NCD). In cut-out zone.

✕
Test mode. If in the No cool demand (NCD), this forces 
compressor to go on for 10 seconds

✕
Probe fault. Normally compressor shuts down unless specified by 
customer to cycle with pre-determined time sequence.

✕ Fault. Mains sense auto recovery possible.

✕ Knob in off position.

K E Y: ✓ On/good.    ✕ Off/bad.          Not relevant                  Flashing               Cycling            Off On
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3. temperature control

the FreoCom is a microprocessor-based temperature controller 
utilising up to two ntC (negative temperature Coefficient) 
probes. the cooler temperature is determined by measuring 
the temperature of either the return airflow or evaporator 
temperature depending on where the customer prefers to fit the 
probe. 

the cooler set temperature is achieved by setting the 
potentiometer fitted in front of the FreoCom unit, or via the 
the optional digital display, taking the required differential into 
consideration. 
For further information please refer to the comprehensive 
diagram found on the middle pages.

5. Defrost control

4. energy saving

the FreoCom is equipped with the facility to perform timed 
and/or active Defrost Function. this would simply disconnect 
the compressor (and other outputs if required) after a number 
of hours of compressor operation and/or when the evaporator 
temperature dropped down to defrost activation temperature. 

For example, after 12 hours of accumulated operation of the 
compressor, the defrost cycle will be entered into for 45 minutes. 

if an output is needed to come on during defrost, then this 
output would be energized during this time, making it ideal for 
controlling a reversing fan motor or a defrost heater.

For further information please refer to the comprehensive 
diagram found on the middle pages.

there are three ways where the unit can provide energy saving:

- Cycling the evaporator fan (when controlled by an output) on/
off during the operation of the cooler as opposed to keeping it 
on all the time.

- activating Setback Mode whereby the temperature set points 
are set to higher limits than they are in normal mode, therefore 
the regulated temperature will be higher than what it is used to 

be and less cooling demand will be required by the compressor 
resulting in saving energy. Setback Mode can be activated either 
by pressing a button on the digital display (optional), and/or 
when door switch has been closed for longer than a specified 
time (when a door switch is used).

- the lights (when controlled by an output) could be switched off 
when the unit is in Setback Mode. 

6. voltage protection

7. Condenser temperature monitoring

the FreoCom continually senses the mains supply and will 
disconnect the compressor (and aux1, aux2 if fitted) when the 
mains voltage is either higher or lower than acceptable limit. 
the FreoCom reconnects the mains voltage automatically 
after the supply returns and remains within normal limits 

(between high voltage and low voltage reconnect voltages) 
for a pre-set time delay.

For further information please refer to the comprehensive 
diagram found on the middle pages.

when the second temperature probe is used to sense the 
condenser temperature, then the FreoCom will continuously 
monitor the condenser temperature. when this feature is 
enabled, then the FreoCom will switch off the compressor and 
other output(s) if needed when the condenser temperature 

goes above the Condenser high temperature, and stay in 
this situation until the condenser temperature drops below the 
Condenser low temperature.
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8. Features

8.1 temperature blind time
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the software will ignore the sensor temperature 
reading for the first few seconds (a pre-set 
value of 10 seconds) after the compressor 
is switched on. this is to prevent short-term 
thermal effects such as those caused by the fan 
starting to operate causing disconnection.
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IDH= Immediate Disconnect High
IDL= Immediate Disconnect Low

8.2 high voltage and low voltage blind time

the software permits high and low mains voltages transitions 
for short periods of time preventing inadvertent compressor 
stop-starts. Preset values of 0.5 and 2 seconds respectively are 
employed. however, if the mains voltage goes higher or lower 
than set extreme limits, then the FreoCom will immediately 
disconnect the outputs. the low extreme limit is set at 
75/83/150v, while the high extreme limit is set at 150/165/300v 
for 115/127/230v voltage systems.

8.3 temperature dial ‘off’ position

cycling

the control knob on the FreoCom can be set to 
the ‘off’ position.
this is achieved by turning the temperature 
probe fully anti-clockwise as shown above. this 
setting turns the compressor (and aux1, aux2 
if fitted) off regardless of temperature, allowing 
manual defrost, cleaning etc. 
the outputs are enabled when the dial position 
is changed.

Cut in

Average

Cut out

Short

test pins

Open

On

Compressor

Off

For any
period of
time

Temperature
probe reading

Compressor forced
on for 10 secs

8.4 test mode

small 
screwdriver or 
any metallic 
object

test

this is a useful feature during production or after sales service 
avoiding the necessity of bypassing the FreoCom. the test mode 
allows the technician to turn on the compressor for 10 seconds 
even though the cooler is at the required temperature. this is 
achieved by shorting the two test pins using a screwdriver or any 
other metallic object as shown.

compressor
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8.5 intelligent time Delay

8.6 re-programmable

8. Features (continued)

the FreoCom has a built-in intelligent time delay of 
up to 3 minutes (customer-specified). Depending on 
the disconnection period, the intelligent time delay is 
automatically adjusted by the FreoCom. For example, 
a 1 minute disconnection will result in only a 2 minute 
additional delay, making the total delay three minutes. 
any disconnection of 3 minutes or over will only result in 
a 10-second delay.

the time delay is essential in allowing compressor 
gases to neutralise, ensuring that the mains has 
stabilised before re-connection and avoiding a locked 
rotor condition.

9. alarms and errors

9.1 Frequency monitoring and error detection

the assumption is that cooling demand is on throughout the period

On

Off

Mains power

Normal
frequency
35-85Hz

Red

Yellow

Green

Intelligent time delay

High
frequency

>85Hz

Normal
frequency
35-85Hz

Low
frequency

<35Hz

Normal
frequency
35-85Hz

Compressor

the FreoCom dynamically measures the frequency of 
the mains supply and reacts accordingly. if the mains 
supply frequency is too low or too high, the FreoCom 
will then disconnect the compressor (and aux1, aux2 
if fitted) and indicate an error signal through the leDs.

the FreoCom has the ability to auto recover once the 
frequency is within acceptable limits.

the unit can be re-programmed using Sollatek Product 
Programmer (SPP). with the SPP, the customer is able to 
program the unit with any required set of specifictions.

8.7 Digital Display

this is an option where a digital display can be connected to 
the FreoCom to display different temperatures, alarms and 
parameters. also, the user can modify many of the operational 
parameters via the display.

8.8 Mobile Modem Connectivity

with connecting Sollatek Mobile Modem to the FreoCom, this 
will provide remote display and configuration of many of the 
operational parameter of the FreoCom unit. Plus, this allows the 
customer to determine the location of the cooler via the gPS 
module inside the Mobile Modem for traceability purposes.
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Ok, the time-breaking lines are the ones (the two

wavy-vertical lines) which

intersect the time-axes of both temperature and

compressor graphs. Clear?

The last thing that I would like to mention, the last

time the compressor

went off, that was because the voltage dropped

below LVD (which is correct),

but it happened that exactly at the same time the

temperature has dropped to

cut-out as well, which also causes the compressor

to go off. Could you make

sure that went the voltage goes below LVD (at which

point, the compressor

should go off), the temperature is higher than cut-

out? This is important to

show that the compressor was switched off because

of the voltage not the

temperature.
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Accumulated Compressor run time

has reached defrost interval (e.g. 12 hours).

Compressor

Defrost is activated

Disconnect compressor;
voltage is above HVD

Disconnect compressor;
voltage is below LVD

Note: Aux2 is not shown in the above diagram as it switches on and off the same way the compressor does.



9. alarms and errors (continued)

9.2 temperature probe error detection

broken
wire

the FreoCom will report an error code through the leDs indicating an external sensor 
fault if it happens. Depending on customer preference, the FreoCom will either:

1. Disconnect the load(s) and auto recovers once the problem clears; or

2. Cycle the compressor on and off for pre-set periods regardless of the cooler 
    temperature; or 
 
3. Show the error signal through the leDs.

the FreoCom recovers from this routine once the problem no longer exists.

Cut in

Average

Cut out

faulty

functioning

On

Off

Temperature
reading

Probe

Compressor

Scenario: detect fault and disconnect

Cut in

Average

Cut out

faulty

functioning

On

Off

Temperature
reading

Probe

Compressor Probe fault has been detected.
compressor cycles on and off

Off
period

On
period

Scenario: detect fault and cycle

9.3 internal fault detection

if an internal fault within the FreoCom is detected and reported through the leDs, then 
the most likely action would be to replace the unit. in some instances, the fault may 
automatically clear and the FreoCom auto-recovers and returns to normal run mode.
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10. installation guide

the FreoCom is fully encapsulated, designed mainly for oeM 
(original equipment Manufacturer) applications and rated at 
16amps. these devices are encapsulated to hermetically seal 
and ruggedise them. they have five right-angled spade terminals 
labeled neutral, live in, Comp, aux1 and aux2, and also two 
pairs of 0.11" vertical spade terminals labeled PrB1 and PrB2/
Door Sw. all these terminals are suitable for push-on crimps.

Connections to the FreoCom

Mains power (or utility power) connections are made using 
standard 0.25" right-angled crimp terminals marked neutral, 
live in and Comp, and standard 0.11" right-angled crimp 
terminals marked aux1 and aux2.
Mains live and neutral should be connected to live in and 
neutral terminals respectively.
the compressor live should be connected to Comp terminal.
the auxiliary output from the Freo, labeled aux1 is used to 
drive a reverse fan during defrost (or could be specified to 
drive other application such as a defrost heater or lights in a 
different behavior if required).
the auxiliary output from the Freo, labeled aux2, is also 
provided. this output is used to drive a forward fan (or any 
other application if required).
Connect the temperature probe to the FreoCom crimp 
terminals labeled PrB1. Depending on the cooler 
manufacturer, the probe should be mounted either inside the 
evaporator or within the cooler cabinet, in the airflow from the 
cabinet into the evaporator, to ensure the probe measures the 
temperature of the airflow over the product.
Connect the second temperature probe (if used) to the 
FreoCom crimp terminals labeled PrB2. this could be 
used either for defrost temperature sensing or condenser 
temperature monitoring. if a door switch is required, then the 
door switch needs to be connected to PrB2 terminals and 
only one temperature probe can be used with the FreoCom.
Connect the digital display unit (if used) to the USB connector 
on the side of the FreoCom unit.
on first switching on there will be no output for the duration 
of the wait time. as the FreoCom has intelligent delay time, 
it will re-connect the power within 10 seconds if it has been 
off for more than the required delay time of 3 minutes. as the 
FreoCom monitors the cabinet temperature and input voltage, 
the leDs will light as shown in section 2.2 (leDs description).

testing Procedure

as the FreoCom is made up of three main functions, 
thermostatic Control, timed Defrost Control and voltage 
Protection, these can be tested separately.

a) to test the thermostatic function - ensure that the incoming 
voltage is within acceptable limits.

Note: Refer to the separate technical datasheet for the values of 
cut-in and cut-out temperatures.

install the FreoCom in the cooler as described above. adjust 
the temperature setting knob so that marking "9" is facing 
downward. Connect the cooler to a source of variable aC 
voltage such as a variac. adjust the output of the variac to a 
good starting voltage (110-115v or 220-230v). the yellow 
leD will light. it will flash if the cabinet temperature detected 
by the sensor is below cut-in temperature. otherwise it will 
remain illuminated constantly for the duration of the wait 
period.

after a maximum of three minutes, the FreoCom will 

connect the mains supply to the compressor (assuming the 
temperature in the cabinet is above cut-in temperature). 
(tiP ** the FreoCom has two special test pins. By shorting 
these pins with a conducting object, the 3-minute delay is 
bypassed and the FreoCom will energise immediately.)

with the compressor running, turn the temperature knob 
fully anti-clockwise (or until "0" marking is facing downward). 
the compressor and the other outputs (if used) will be 
disconnected. return the knob to its previous position 
(marking "9" is facing downward). the FreoCom will enter 
3-minute wait state before reconnecting the compressor. 
again you can use the test pins to by-pass the wait delay.

once the cabinet has reached the desired temperature (or 
when the temperature is below cut-out temperature) and the 
incoming voltage is within acceptable limits, the FreoCom will 
disconnect the compressor and the yellow leD will flash 
(which indicates incoming voltage is good and compressor 
satisfied).

if the incoming voltage is dropped until it is below acceptable 
level (186v for 220/230v), the FreoCom will now move to 
Flashing reD leD (which indicates incoming voltage is BaD 
and compressor satisfied). as the cabinet temperature rises 
and the incoming voltage remains BaD, the reD leD will 
become constant (which indicates incoming voltage is BaD 
and compressor not satisfied).

B) to test the timed defrost function (if available) – ensure that 
the incoming voltage is within the acceptable limits. 

Note: Since it will take a long time for the defrost function to be 
tested in real time, this procedure is produced to simulate the 
defrost operation and test the defrost application (whether it is a 
reverse fan or a defrost heater).

install the FreoCom in the cooler as described above. adjust 
the temperature setting knob so that marking "0" is facing 
downward. Connect the cooler to a source of variable aC 
voltage such as a variac. adjust the output of the variac to a 
good starting voltage (110-115v or 220-230v). all the leDs 
will lit for half a second and then only the green leD will 
become on alone.

wait for about a second and then turn the knob clockwise 
so that marking "4" is now facing downward (or until the 
yellow leD becomes on alone).

wait for about a second, turn the knob anti-clockwise so that 
marking "2" is now facing downward (or until the reD leD is 
now on alone).

wait for another second and turn the knob clockwise so that 
marking "8" is now facing downward (or until all the leDs are 
now on at the same time).

wait for a second and then turn the knob so that marking "8" 
is no longer facing downward.

the reverse fan (or the defrost heater) will come on 
immediately and both the reD and the green leDs are 
now on at the same time.

C) to test the voltage function - first ensure that the thermostat 
knob on the Freo-Com is set so that marking "9" is facing 
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•
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downward while the leDs are facing right and the live terminals 
are facing left.

Note: The below-mentioned voltage limits are for a standard unit. 
Refer to the separate technical datasheet for these limits if the 
unit is not standard.

Connect the FreoCom to a variable power source (e.g. 
variac) and ensure the output of the variac is at a good 
starting voltage (i.e. between 110-115v or 220-230v). the 
yellow leD is on

wait for about 3 minutes. the FreoCom will energise the load 
and the green leD is now on. (tiP ** the FreoCom has two 
special test pins. By shorting these pins with a conducting 
object, the 3-minute delay is bypassed and the FreoCom will 
energise immediately.)

Slowly decrease the voltage until the reD leD comes on 
while the green leD is still on. wait for 2 seconds (this 
is the Under voltage Blind time), the FreoCom will then 
disconnect the compressor and the reD leD will come 
on alone. this should happen at about 90v for the 115v 
model and 180v for the 230v model. this is the low voltage 
Disconnect.

increase the voltage slowly (in 1 volt increments) until the 
yellow leD lights. this is the low voltage reconnection 
voltage (93v for the 115v and 186v for the 230v model). 
wait for 3 minutes. the green leD will light.

repeat the above process for the over-voltage. the over 
voltage Disconnect should be 133v for the 115v model and 
266v for the 230v models.

to check for the over-voltage reconnect, drop the voltage until 
the yellow leD lights (130v for the 115v models and 260v 
for the 230v models). this is the over voltage reconnect. 
wait for 3 minutes. the green leD will light.

Temperature probe 1

Temperature probe 2
/Door switchFreoCom

Unit

Comp

Aux 2

Aux 1

Live in

Neutral

Digital Display/
Mobile Modem

10. installation guide (continued)
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11. Mechanical drawings

12. Specifications

Control Microprocessor

temperature Control available (1)

energy saving available (1)

Defrost Control timed (1)

voltage Protection available (1)

operational voltage range 80-300vac

output - Compressor 16a 250vaC
 70a inrush Current @240vaC
 140a inrush Current @120vaC
 0.75hP @ 120vaC
 1.5hP @ 240vaC
 4000 va Breaking Capacity

output - aux1, aux2 3a 250vaC
 40a inrush Current @240vaC
 80a inrush Current @120vaC
 0.125hP @ 120vaC
 0.25hP @ 240vaC
 1500 va Breaking Capacity 

working Frequency auto-sense 50/60hz

Surge Protection 6.5ka

Power Connections 0.25î spade terminals suitable for push-on crimps

environmental Sealed and protected against water, humidity, dust and insects

Unit Dimensions (mm) 80 x 42 x 60

Unit weight 100gms

temperature Probe type negative temperature Coefficient (ntC)

temperature Probe length 1 meter (different lengths available)

Packing Specifications Supplied in a carton containing 100 units

Carton Dimensions (cm) 53 x 44 x 28

Carton weight 11.5kgms

Cartons per Pallet 10 (or 1000 units per pallet)

Pallet Dimensions (cm) 120 x 100 x 90

Pallet weight 130kgms

(1) Please refer to the unit separate technical sheet for further details on the exact figures.

Note: All the mentioned values throughout sections 3 to 7 can be customer specified. 
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Specifications are subject to change without prior notice.
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